HIGHLIGHTS

• Re-activation of the YIRP/EIRP Funding
• Board approval to initiate the Advanced uroLogic Conference starting in spring 2018
• Participation in the AUA Advocacy Program
• Implementation of the SUNA Tagline - Education I Communication I Commitment
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2016-2017
HIGHLIGHTS

- Release of the Core Curriculum for Urologic Nursing, First Edition
- Rebranded uroLogic Conference (combination of the Annual Conference and Annual Symposium)
- Cysto Room Survival Manual, second printing
- Release of the SUNA CE Fast Track program for SUNA chapters
HIGHLIGHTS

• Changed SUNA logo
• Change of Regional Directors to Directors-at-Large
• Reduction in Directors-at-Large to 3
• Elimination of the Spring Symposium
• Release of the Guide to Urologic Medications publication
• SUNA and the American Urological Association (AUA) developed a joint Statement of Practice on Intravesical Administration of Therapeutic Medication
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HIGHLIGHTS

• Special Interest Group (SIG) Forums were added to the website for members as a platform to communicate the latest clinical practices, news and ideas to our members that share similar practice areas

• Approval of AUA revision to the AUA/SUNA White Paper on Reprocessing flexible Cystoscopes

• Spending freeze remained in place in an effort to balance the SUNA budget

• “Tinkles” the SUNA mascot was introduced
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